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Building a Wine Rack or Plate Shelf

The information in this article applies to:

QUESTION
I would like to know the correct procedure for creating a wine rack or plate rack in a
cabinet using Chief Architect.
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ANSWER
Both a wine rack and plate rack are easy to create by utilizing the Specialty Storage
objects located in the library.

Additionally, you can locate additional wine accessories, such as individual wine bottles,
open wine racks, furniture, crates, and more by accessing the Wine Cellar Items
(https://www.chiefarchitect.com/3d-library/index.php?r=site/detail/778) Bonus Catalog,
the Wine Racks America® (https://www.chiefarchitect.com/3d-library/index.php?
r=site/detail/1034) Manufacturer Catalog, and the Wineracks.com
(https://www.chiefarchitect.com/3d-library/index.php?r=site/detail/799) Manufacturer
Catalog.

In this article, we will be utilizing a simple Wall Cabinet and specifying the Wine Rack w/
Bottles object from the Core Catalogs to create a customized wine rack. The additional
catalogs mentioned above are not required to follow the instructions below.

To create a wine rack
1. From the menu, select Build> Cabinet> Wall Cabinet  and click in the plan to place

a cabinet. 

2. Once you have added a cabinet to your plan, select it using the Select Objects  tool,

then click the Open Object  edit button.

3. On the GENERAL panel of the Cabinet Specification dialog that displays, set the Width,

Height, Depth, and Floor to Bottom values to your liking.

4. On the DOOR/DRAWER panel:
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Click on the Library button to the right of Style, and in the Select Library Object
dialog that displays, navigate to Cabinet Doors, Drawers, & Panels> Specialty
Storage> Wine Rack w/ Bottles, select it, then click OK.

Note: If you would like to implement a Plate Rack instead, select one of the
appropriate Plate Rack library objects located in the same Specialty Storage
folder. 

If your wall cabinet currently has a handle or knob, use the Door Handle Style drop
down menu to change it to None. 

5. Next, select the the BOX CONSTRUCTION panel and under the Door/Drawer Overlay
section, move the radio button to the Inset option. This will make all door and drawer
faces flush with the cabinet face, instead of overlaying it.

6. On the FRONT/SIDES/BACK panel:



Under Side Type, select Custom Face.

Select the Wine Rack face item, which is categorized as a Door- Auto Right face item,
and click the Split Horizontal button to turn the single Wine Rack in to two.

Continue to click on face items and split them horizontally to create the desired
number of wine racks.

With the desired number of wine racks created, click on Vertical Layout Parent
which is at the top of the Face Items list, then click the Equalize button to make all
the wine racks the same size.

7. Click on the MOLDINGS and MATERIALS panel to update the cabinets moldings, as well as
the materials that are used for the cabinet, the bottles, their labels, and the wine rack.

8. Once all desired changes have been made, click OK to close the dialog.

9. Repeat this process to create additional wine racks as needed.

Creating a Custom Cabinet and Adding it to the Library (/support/article/KB-
00446/creating-a-custom-cabinet-and-adding-it-to-the-library.html)

Obtaining Library Content (/support/article/KB-00090/obtaining-library-content.html)
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